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Introduction

• Regime v democratic policing

• Look at the role of knowledge in democratic policing

• What is the problem?

• What can be done? 



Democratic policing

• Regime policing 
• It serves and protects the government and affiliated elite rather than the 

public at large;

• It answers predominantly to the regime in power and not to the people;

• It controls rather than protects communities;

• It secures the interests of one dominant group, and

• It is required to stay outside, rather than identify and integrate with 
communities

• Democratic policing
• At minimum: The police is accountable, it adheres to the rule of law and it 

acts procedurally fair in service of the public. 



Democratic policing framework

Input variables Output variables Outcome Result

Effectiveness & 
efficiency

Knowledge

Ethics & 
accountability

Rights-based

Police as citizens

Responsivity

Objectivity

Empathy

Trust Legitimacy

For the purpose of analysis these concepts can by and large be 
separated, but it appears that in practice they are intertwined, often 
inter-dependent and frequently mutually reinforcing. The failing in one 
dimension will have consequences for other dimensions and vice versa. 
There are to some extent causal and hierarchical relations between the 
different dimensions. 



Professionalism

• How is professionalism understood? 

• We consult professionals to manage risks in our lives because they hold expertise knowledge. E.g. 
doctors, lawyers, accountants etc.

• Professionalism implies trust, because it is based on knowledge (and sometimes guilty knowledge) and 
lay people must place their trust in professionals. 

• Professionalism requires professionals to be worthy of trust and to maintain confidentiality and 
concealing guilty knowledge by not exploiting it for evil purposes. 

• In return for knowledge, ethics and trust, professionals are rewarded with authority, privileged rewards 
and higher social status.

• Being a ‘professional’ is more than being competent at one’s job, as such a ‘professional’, for example, 
seeks responsibility and welcomes accountability, demonstrates customer care principles, interacts with 
colleagues in a professional manner (e.g. treats colleagues as customers and generates enthusiasm) is 
self-critical, and listens.



Professionalism

• The UK Independent Police Commission attached several distinct meanings attributed to the idea of 
professionalism:

• High expectations: Professional police are police who are held to demanding standards of conduct. It 
means a police service in which slack performance, unkempt appearance, rude manners, and loose 
ethics are not tolerated. This is the sense in which Peel’s Metropolitan Police are often said to be the 
first ‘professional’ law enforcement service;

• Self-regulating: In the manner of the legal profession, the medical profession or the accounting 
profession – ensuring institutional autonomy and freedom from political interference; 

• Expertise: Professional policing, in this sense, means policing that is reflective and knowledge- based, 
rather than a matter of common sense, intuition, or innate talent; 

• Internalised norms: Rather than by rules enforced through a bureaucratic command structure or a 
formalised system of external oversight.

• This implies that we need to look at the police from this perspective and pose the question: What risks 
do we entrust the police to deal with and do they have the requisite knowledge to do so?

• Are the police professionals in the use of coercion and violence?



What is the problem?

• NDP recommended professionalization and demilitarisation in 2012, but unclear what progress has been made.

• SAPS  understanding of professionalism is not clear. What is being worked towards? Strategic objectives do not 
reflect working towards democratic policing (and professionalisation). 

• Impact of training (assuming it is appropriate) is soon lost to negative and engrained station sub-culture. What is 
being done to replace it?

• Rank-promotion examinations abolished in 1995. How is competence assessed? 

• Staff retention and turnover: problematic at senior levels; 5%+ vacancy; acting officials in SMS 24.5% 2015/16.

• What prevents/limits application of knowledge for DP?

• Rhetoric by leadership; Treatment of external advice and criticism; 

• The strategic objectives are not supportive of DP.

• Trust; Empathy and Police as citizens do not feature in Strat Plan. Indicators are frequently flawed –
either misplaced, self-fulfilling or focused on inputs and not outcomes.

• The research agenda – Not focusing on what works. People and places; Targeted approached; What stops 
people from offending?



What is the problem?

• What are the consequences of knowledge gaps
• Unlawful arrests and detention – massive civil claims

• Are the right people arrested? Arresting 1.6 million people resulting in 18.7% 
convictions on average

• AGSA recommendations not followed-up and fixed

• SAPS is a job.

• Is SAPS a learning organization?
• The case of sector policing



What can be done?

• Pre-recruitment qualification = Senior certificate

• Accountability for poor performance and violations

• Establish a professional body - NDP

• Strategic plan must emphasise “what works”

• Strategic plan needs to cover the 9 dimensions of DP

• Measure what matters (not how the police keep themselves busy)

• Research agenda must focus on “what works”

• Mistakes should be learnt from – a reflective organisation



Thank you


